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FEMILIFT
A safe, non-surgical solution to treating stress urinary incontinence.
For women struggling with post-birth or age related feminine issues, it can feel daunting to seek
treatment, especially as we read more and more horror stories about women who have severely suffered
after being wrongly given the surgical vaginal mesh. However, here at EF MEDISPA, we have worked closely
with top female gynaecologist, Dr Asel, to develop a non-surgical and safe solution to treating stress
urinary incontinence and other feminine health concerns.
The FemiLift is a minimally invasive laser treatment addressing a wide range of feminine health concerns
such as stress urinary incontinence (bladder weakness), vaginal laxity and dryness, which can be caused
by child birth, menopause or hormonal changes.
Offering long-lasting results that constantly improve over a full course of treatments, FemiLift is a
state-of-the-art, safe and FDA approved treatment. One of the most significant advantages of this
treatment is that it’s quick and painless. It takes less than 30 minutes and doesn’t involve surgery
or extensive downtime.
Like skin, vaginal tissue is made up of collagen fibres which give it strength and flexibility. FemiLift
uses breakthrough CO2 laser technology to gently heat vaginal tissue, contracting existing fibres and
stimulating the formation of new collagen. This improves the functionality of the entire vaginal area,
normalizing blood flow, increasing lubrication, boosting immune resistance and restoring the strength and
elasticity of the vaginal walls.
Performed by a trained female gynaecologist, FemiLift involves using a uniquely-designed laser probe
enclosed within a single-use tube to protect both the probe and the skin. The pixel laser then emits
light energy to the surrounding vaginal tissue triggering collagen production that leads to the
tightening of the vaginal cavity.
Esther Fieldgrass, EF MEDISPA founder says; “As a medispa owner I’m always looking at the future of
integrated medicine and how I can enhance not only woman’s beauty but also their health. FemiLift is a
breakthrough laser treatment for those who suffer from stress urinary incontinence and want to avoid
surgery. This treatment is already huge in the States and we are proud to be one of the first medispas to
offer this to our UK clients.”
SUMMARY OF FEMILIFT

•Procedure Time: 30 minutes
•Back to Work: Immediately
•Anaesthetic: None
•Downtime: Avoid intercourse for 5 days/strenuous exercise for 3 days
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•Duration of Results: Up to 2 years
•Results: Course of 3 treatments recommended
•Price: £4950 for a course of 3

Please call: 0208 108 1682 for a complementary consultation.
Read more about the FemiLift treatment here: FemiLift (https://efmedispa.com/femilift)
For press and media information, please contact Sophie Lee: Sophie.lee@efmedispa.com Tel: 020 7122 4917
EF MEDISPA Locations: London; Kensington, Chelsea and St John’s Wood.
EF MEDISPA Franchise Locations: Bristol and Edgbaston.
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